About Campus Safety and Security Infrastructure

What is the CSSI office?

IS&T’s Campus Safety and Security Infrastructure (CSSI) team provides campus-wide security devices and systems to keep your office and building safe.

The SEMO team integrated with the IS&T CSSI team in the spring of 2017. Services previously provided by SEMO are now provided by the CSSI team. For more information, see the official IS&T web page.

What services are provided by the CSSI office?

The CSSI office repairs, maintains, administers and installs:

- Video camera systems
- Electronic door locks and card readers
- Alarm systems
- Lock boxes
- Emergency phones

How do I contact CSSI or initiate a service request?

- There's a form on this page for service requests.
- You can also email physec@mit.edu.

Both of the above options will generate a ticket in Network::Physical Security